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ON A PROBLEM ABOUT SKOLEM'S PARADOX OF

TAKETTTI'S VERSION

By

Masazumi Hanazawa

§1. Introduction.

In his paper [2],Takeuti gave a theorem as a proof-theoretical interpretation

of so-called Skolem's paradox. He showed as a corollary that Godel-Bernays set

theory with the additional axioms

VX3xea)(f(x)=X)

is consistent,where / is a newly introduced function symbol.

Concerning it, we are interested here in the question whether we can add

consistently the axiom schema

%(0)
AVx(S^)->Mx- + l)) -> Vxe%(x))≫<n

bisides with an axiom Vx3yG(o(f(y)=x) to any consistent set theory.

We show in this paper that the above question is affirmative for any con

oiefAnf pvtpncinn nf 7T? s)

§2. Results.

2.1. Convention. In the first order predicate calculus with equality, we

regard the equality axioms as logical axioms. It means that equility axioms for

any language are provided always tacitly.

/, g, h, ... denote function symbols.

§,t, u, ... denote terms.

% 33,(£,... denote formulae.

s is a unary function symbol and s(t)is abbreviated by V.

seq is a binary function symbol and seq(§,i) is abbreviated by §'t.

P. O. R. ... denote oredicate svmbols.

1)

2)

3)

VSI denotes the universal closure of a formula SI.

The formula 3(0) contains possibly the newly introduced function symbol /.

See [ 1 ], where the rather folklore result that the question is affirmative for any con-
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N is a unary predicate symbol.

Iq is a binary predicate symbol and Iq(%, i) is abbreviated by §<f.

2.2. Theorem 1. Let /' be a consistent theory in which the sentences of

the following forms are provable:

N(l)AVx(N(x)-+N(x'))AVx(x'*l)AVxVy(x'=y'-+x=y).

V{%(l)AVx(%(x)-+%(x'))->yx(N(x)~≫%(x))) for any formula %(x),

Vx(N(x)-+ la?<lAl<ar'A Vy(N(y)-*x' < y'+->x <y)),

VxVyVz(N(z)->lw(yv(N(v) Av< z->x'v=w'v) Aw'z―y)).

Then the theory d which is obtained from F by adjoining the following axioms

is consistent:

Vxly(N{y)Af{y)=x),

V(8r(l)A Vaj(S(ar)->8f(≪'))-Var(JV(a?)->9?(ar))),

where f is a function symbol not in F and $(x) is any formula containing the

function symbol f.

2.3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let Lr and LA be the languages of F and A re-

spectively, hr 21 means the formula 51is provable in F. 1-1 means the formula

91is provable from only logical axioms. We shall use the following abbreviation:

Cond(x) is the Lr-formula N(x'l),

x[y] is the Lr-term (x'2)'yi},

x c y is the Lr-formula

Cond(a;)ACond(y)Aar'l ^ yilA'iz(N(z)Az<xll^x[z＼--=y[z]).

The letters/>,<?,r are used as variables that range over Cond(;fO: e.g. 3p%(p)

denotes the formula 3#(Cond(#)A9l(#)). In the same sense, the letters i,j, k, I, m,

n are used as variables ranging over iV(-X-).

For each L^-formula SI (resp. L^-term 1) we define its rank p(%) (resp. p(t))

inductively as follows:

1) K*)=0;

2) KcOi, -, U)=Ki1) + -+KU+l;

3) K8=i)=io(8)+2^(i);

4) For a predicate symbol P different from=,

P{P(h, -., g)-/,(t1)+-+/>(U+i;

5) p(ll)-/>(3l)+l;

6) ^A≪)-^(5l)+/>(S3)+l;

7) ^xD-pCD+l.

For every pair of Lj-formuia 91 and an individual variable u, we define an

4) " 2 " stands for " 1' "
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Lr-formula denoted by [ylhsit]by induction on the rank p(W) as follows:

1) ＼vl-x=y＼is x=y,

2) [v＼＼-f(x)= y] is (N(x)Ax<v'lAv[x] = y)V(-＼N(x)Ay = l);

3) For a function symbol g different from f,

[v＼＼-g(xi,･■■,x/1)= y] is g(xlt･■･,x(l)=y;

4) If |0(i1)+ -+|0(g>Ol then [v＼hg(U,■■■,i,)=x]is

3yi-3^([≪lhflf(yi,-,vl,)= x]A[v1hi1=y{]A-Alvh-tlt = yl,]);

5) If io(t)>0,then

[t;||-8= i] is 3a?([y|h§=ar]A[fll-i= a;[);

6) For a predicate symbol P different from ―, ＼v＼＼~P(U,･･■,t^)]is

3arr--3xja([ylh-ii= Xi]A---A[ylHt/,=:a;p]AP(a;i,･･･,^));

7) Oil-19Q is l(3ioy)[£ih-l];

8) OihlAS] is OIK50AOII-S3];

9) Oll-3a;Sl(a?)]is ly[v＼＼~^{y)T-

Lemmata 1, 2, 3 and 4 below follow from routine arguments.

Lemma 1.

1) Except for v, all variables occurring free in [>ih5l] occur free in 21;

2) If both x and y are different from v, then

Sub^Olhl] is OlhSub3]≪;

3) h-rx=yA[p＼＼-%(x)-]~>[p＼h%(y)];

4) Y-rx^yiA-Ax^yeAlpfr-VKxi, ■･-,x,)]-^[p＼h%(yi,■･･,^)];

5) ＼~r[ph~i=x]A[p＼＼-i^y]^x= y;

6) ＼-r[p＼＼-g(tu-,U=§]≪-

3a:i-3a;p3y([/>lh-ti=a?i]A-A[^IHtP=a;jA[/>lhS= 2/]A[/>ll-flr(ar1,-,^)=.y]);

7) h-r≪Di>A[/>lh9l]->tell-Sl];

8) h-rV/>3gD/>3w[^ll-i=w], for each term 1;

9) hr [^lhi=w]->(^lhSl(t)]^->[i>!hl(M;)]);

10) If 31is an Lr-formula, then H9l≪-≫[/>lh§l].

For an Lj-formula %, we shall denote by 51* the L4-formula Yplqz^p [q＼h%].

Lemma 2. If % is an Lr-formula, then (-/■?l≪―>2l*.

Lemma 3. If t-% then h-r5l*.

Lemma 4. If ＼-~r%*and hr(9M3)*, then h-rS3*.

Lemma 5. hr(Var3i/(/'(i/)=a;))*.

5)

6)

The variable y is any variable not occurring free in [vlh-3xSl(x)],

SubfW means the substitution of y for x (occurring free) in 81(tacitly assuming that

y is free for x in SI).
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Proof. Since h-rVxVyVilz(Vj <i(x'j= z'j)AzH ―y),it follows that

t--rVxiplq-Dpli(q[i) = x) which implies ＼-r^p[p＼hVxli(f(i)= .r)j.

Lemma 6. Y-r(yffi(l)AVA%(x)^%(x'))^>Vx(N(x)-^iS(zW, for any Li-formula

Proof. It sufficesto show that for any L-rformula %(.v),

h-/･v(3f§(/)->3f(g(i)a vy < ?;i fs?(y)))*.

We explain the proof informally to save the space. In general, it holds that

|-/-(Va$t)*<-≫Var2l*and Hr(?l-^-8)*^>V^([/>lhl]->3g3/>[g!hS]). So it is sufficient

to prove 3#D/>[#lh3i(g(0 A Vy<n $(;'))]assuming [/>lh3ig(i)]. Suppose [/>lh3ifJ(f)].

Note that "'5gz)p[q＼＼-^(i)']"is an Lr-formula. Hence by means of the mathematical

induction in F, we obtain the following in F:

3i(3^D^lh^(i)])^3i(3g3/>rglhg(f)]AVi<il(3/?D^^S(i)]))-

Since [i>lf-3^(f)]implies li(3q"Dp[q＼＼-$(i)]),there exist i and q such that

^Djf)AfeIh^(0]AVi<iV4r3/'l[g!h^(y)]. Then Yj<i[q＼h-1W)1, which implies

[<?lhVi<f(lg(i))].

Hence 3a=)tfa＼＼-3i(K(i)AVi<il%<(?))!.

Lemma 7. If an L^-formula 51is provable in A, then h-/-?l*.

Proof. Besides Lemmata 5 and 6,it holds that f-^sS*for every theorem %

of F because of Lemma 2. Thus, hrS* for every axiom 1 in 4. So, by Lem-

mata 3 and 4, ＼-r^i*for every theorem % in J.

Conclusion, i is consistent.

Proof. If not,F should be inconsistentby Lemmata 2 and 7.

2.4. Remarks.

2 A.I. Corollary 1. If/' is any consistent extension of Zermelo's set theory

Z but its language is the same as Z, then the theory which Is obtained from F

by adjoining the following axiom is consistent:

Yxlyea≫(f(y)=x)

and all the sentences of the form

%(Q)
A Var(3f(ar)--S(tf+1))-> V* o>%(x)),

where / is a newly introduced function symbol and %(x) is any formula of the

language LrUlf}.
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2,4.2. Following the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain the following model

theoretical theorem which seems to have an independent interest:

Theorem 2. Let 9Jt= C5M, Ul, 0, *', * + *, *･*, *'*, ■■･>be a countable model

satisfying

1) 3tt*=(Peano arithmetic)* 7),

2) 2J£N V(1(0)aVxOI(j;) ->3I(a-'))-V.r(^(x)->I(x))) for all formulae 91 of the lan-

guage for 311,

3) W t=V≪V* V?3|/(Vy < i^'y - l/'i)/＼yli=a).

Then there exists a function/': 3A-+3A such that

1) /"I ^ : 31-+31 is surjective,

2) (^,/j^＼(tc?(O)A＼.x-(g(,r)^g(x-/))->V.r(iV(j;)^g(x))) for all formulae %(x) of the

language for (M, /').

Proof. Call an ordered pair (i,p) a forcing condition if /e 57 and p£31. Define

the relation (i, P)^(j, q) by "%)l$=i<j and Yk£cJ2 ptil＼=(k^i_->j>'k= (tk)". Define

the forcing condition (i, />)lh3I between a forcing condition (*',/>)and a sentence %

of the language for (W, /", a)am. as follows:

1) (i,p)＼hv=iv<==^v = w;

2) (i, p) lhf(t) = u<=>(3tf, we30((i, P)＼t-(i= vA n―w) and ({vsJl and Wt=(v<i/＼pfv

=w)) or (v$32 and w=())));

3) If g is a function symbol different from f, then (i, p)＼＼-g(U,■･-,tj= u<^>

(3y1? ■･･,#,,,weJyj-OOIRhgOpi, ･■･,vu)= w and 0",/?)lh(ti=yiA--- aI^^Au―m;)) ;

4) (i,p)＼hP(h, -,Q<=>

@vu-,vve. WM1= />!, ･-■,vjA(i, />)It-(ti=vja･ ･■A1,-y,));

5) (a,p) fr-% AS3 <=> (i, /≫)|hl and (≫,/>)lhS3;

6) (i,/>)Ih 151 cz=> V;e :jiyq j＼i((ip)^(j, q)^>l U, Q) 11-31)J

7) (≪",/>)ih 3x%(x) <=±>iveMU, P) h-W)).

Now, take a complete sequence (i0, po)~^(h, Pi)―$―-$(h, PJ)~i--- and define / : 9JI

-+3K by " /t^) = 2/<;=> 3p((i,,,p≫)k-f(x)=y)". Then the function /^ has the desired

property as easily seen from the proof of Theorem.

2.4.3. As a by-product of the result, we obtain the result below, which

concerns the problem of elimination of e-symbol in the first order predicate cal-

culus.

In the following, the £-predicatecalculus means the system obtained from the

firstorder predicate calculus by adjoining the e-symol.

7) C. .W means the relativization by N.
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Theorem 3. Let F be any theory satisfying the condition mentioned in

Theorem 1. Let Fe be the theory in (--predicatecalculus which is obtained from

F by adjoining an axiom schema of mathematical induction of the strengthened

form

V(6(0) A Va;(@(ar)->e(a;/))-*Var(iV(ar)->@(^)))

where (£(#)is any formula of ^-predicatecalculus.

Then, if a sentence <B is provable in F＼and is s-symbol free, c is provable

in r.

Proof. It suffices to prove Fc is consistent, By Theorem 1, the theory A =

ru{yxly(N(y)Any) = x)}[J{V(W)AVx(^(x)^m^U^^m^^^)))＼^: a formula

of Lr{J{f}} is consistent. Bisides sx%(x) can be interpreted in A as follows:

ex(%(x)= *'ix(@z%(z)^%(x))AVy(N(y)A(lz%(z)-*W(.v)))^'

lw{N{w) f＼wS.y/＼f(w)= x))).

The following corollary is put to assess the meaning of this assertion:

Corollary 2. ZF+ ~＼AC+{V(<p(Q)AYx((p(x)~>(p(x+l))~^Yx(D<p(x)＼y. a fomula

possibly containing e-symbols} is consistent in e-predicate calculus.85

This is an extension of the well-known fact that ZF+ 1 AC is consistent even

in e-nredicate calculus.9)
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8)

9)

We assume here the consistencyof ZF.

Of course,the axiom schema of replacement must be understood tobe a setof axioms,

i.e. that schema is not appliedto formulae containing ^-symbols*




